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We have our own practices for battery management



Continuous sensing applications 
(CSAs)

Google Fit:

activity tracking
Moves:

activity/place
tracking

 No longer effective for current practices!!

Dieter:

pedometer

Accupedo:

pedometer



Continuous sensing applications 
(CSAs)

 No longer effective for current practices!!



Key research questions

Q1: Why do continuous sensing applications make 

current practices no longer effective?

Q2: How can we help users’ battery management?



Power characteristics of continuous 
sensing applications

Google Fit No sensing app
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Power characteristics of continuous 
sensing applications

Google Fit No sensing app
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Continuous sensing applications

 Nontrivial, mobility-dependent battery drain



Why mobility-dependent?

Conditional Sensing Pipelines for
Energy Saving

Low power 
sensors

Pre-processing

High power 
sensors

Context 
recognition/complex 

processing



Understanding on mobility-dependent 
power consumption

Activity 

triggering

Activity 

recognition / 

further 

processing

Activity 

recognition / 

further 

processing

Google Fit

The more you walk,

the more power your phone consumes!!



Quantitative impact: mobility-dependent 
battery drains of commercial CSAs

Apps

Mobility
conditions



Quantitative impact: mobility-dependent 
battery drains of commercial CSAs

Results
 CSAs drain extra stand-by power

 Average increment: 171% compared to no sensing app (No-CSA)
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Quantitative impact: mobility-dependent 
battery drains of commercial CSAs

Results
 CSAs drain extra stand-by power

 Average increment: 171% compared to no sensing app (No-CSA)

 The extras vary depending on mobility condition
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Q1-A: How do users perceive power behavior of 

continuous sensing application?



User study:
How do users perceive mobility-dependent 
power behavior?

Sensing apps 1:1 Interview24 participants



“What is your common understanding 
of how CSAs actually operate?”

Limited understanding 

about CSA’s operation and battery drains



“Did your phone’s battery life become 
shorter or more random?”

Suspicion of erratic battery drains,

but don’t know why



Key research questions

Q1: Why do continuous sensing applications make 

current practices no longer effective?

Q2: How can we help users’ battery management?



Sandra: a novel battery information advisor

Mobility-aware battery information

 Make users understand mobility-dependent 

power behavior

 Help users take necessary actions in advance



Sandra: a novel battery information advisor



Sandra: a novel battery information advisor



Sandra: a novel battery information advisor



Sandra: a novel battery information advisor



How to calculate mobility-aware 
battery information?

Mobility condition monitoring

Drain rate calculation

ContextExporterGoogleFit.mClient = new 

GoogleApiClient.Builder(context).addApi(Fitness.API)

.addScope(new Scope(Scopes.FITNESS_ACTIVITY_READ)).addScope(new 

Scope(Scopes.FITNESS_BODY_READ))

.addScope(new Scope(Scopes.FITNESS_LOCATION_READ))

.addConnectionCallbacks(new GoogleApiClient.ConnectionCallbacks());

ex) Sandra code for GoogleFit API

• Leveraging context information generated by continuous sensing applications

• Using open APIs

• Drain rate (%/hour): average decrease in battery levels per hour

• = total battery decrease / total duration (for a mobility condition)



How to calculate mobility-aware 
battery information?

Mobility condition monitoring

Drain rate calculation

ContextExporterGoogleFit.mClient = new 

GoogleApiClient.Builder(context).addApi(Fitness.API)

.addScope(new Scope(Scopes.FITNESS_ACTIVITY_READ)).addScope(new 

Scope(Scopes.FITNESS_BODY_READ))

.addScope(new Scope(Scopes.FITNESS_LOCATION_READ))

.addConnectionCallbacks(new GoogleApiClient.ConnectionCallbacks());

ex) Sandra code for GoogleFit API

• Leveraging context information generated by continuous sensing applications

• Using open APIs

• Drain rate (%/hour): average decrease in battery levels per hour

• = total battery decrease / total duration (for a mobility condition)

Power overhead: only 3-7mW



Sandra evaluation:
Experimental setup

18 Google Fit,

6 Moves30-day deployment Real devices24 participants

How does Sandra make users have their own 
practices?



Sandra Sandra-lite
lite



“Did it bring changes to your existing 
understanding?”

Realizing that the phone

consumes different power

Positive impact on 

sensing applications

Mobility-aware battery information updated 
users’ existing understanding (p-value= 0.023)



“Do you think the provided 
information is useful?”

In-situ arrangement:
Recharging the phone

Acquiring

new everyday practices:
Turning off GoogleFit on driving

Feeling less nervous

under limited battery:
Before sleeping

Mobility-aware battery information was 
perceived as useful (p-value= 0.005)



Limitations and discussion

Conversation Encounters

Limited 

Support for 

Context

Cellular 

strength
Background

app usage

Factors that 

Affect 

Nonlinear 

Battery Drain

User guideline Recharging alert

Utility of 

Sandra



Conclusion

Mobility-dependent battery drain Real devices, real users,
real-life situations

Sandra Usefulness of mobility-aware
battery information



THANK YOU
ANY QUESTIONS?

http://chulhongmin.wordpress.com
chulhong@nclab.kaist.ac.kr


